IbPRIA is an international event co-organized every two years, by the Spanish and Portuguese Associations for Pattern Recognition. IbPRIA is a single track conference consisting of high quality, previously unpublished papers, presented either orally or as a poster, intended to act as a forum for research groups, engineers and practitioners to present recent results, algorithmic improvements and promising future directions in pattern recognition and image analysis.

Topics include: Computer Vision; Multimedia Systems; Pattern Recognition; Machine Learning; Data Mining; Bioinformatics; Image Processing; Shape and Texture Analysis; Information Systems; Biometric Technologies; Speech and Audio; Document Processing; Character and Text Recognition; Robotics; Remote Sensing; Industrial Applications of Pattern Recognition; Hardware Architectures; Autonomous Driving.

A Special Issue with the best IbPRIA papers to be published in a JCR journal is in progress, and the following awards will be given: IAPR Best Student paper award (+ additional honorable mention), AERFAI PhD Award 2018-2019. A special section with extended versions of the awarded papers will be published in Pattern Recognition Letters.

The program will feature various panel discussions and targeted sessions on industry-academia cooperation and research funding opportunities; as well as various hands-on tutorials on top-notch technologies (e.g., deep learning and computer vision).

IbPRIA-2019 will also feature a delightful social program in Madrid, a major, modern and historical European city, well known for its legendary social activity, and the appeal of its Mediterranean gastronomy and lifestyle. We look forward to welcoming you to Madrid!

**KEYNOTES:** Andrew Fitzgibbon, Matti Pietikainen, Vittorio Ferrari, Nuria Oliver

**TUTORIALS** (including hands-on): Gael Varoquaux, Agata Lapedriza, Daniel Hernandez


**Important Dates:**
- **Paper Submission:** April 30, 2019
- **Decision to Authors:** May 15, 2019
- **Camera-ready:** May 30, 2019
- **Early Registration:** May 30, 2019
- **Conference:** July 1-4, 2019

**Registration:** Between 175 EUR (Students) and 325 EUR (Authors)

As per IAPR rules: up to 3 papers per Full Registration

**Technically Sponsored by:**

**Springer**

**Publisher:**

**IbPRIA-2019 Call for Papers**
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